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Word Meanings to Know

The first five words are listed in the order used in the title of the 
article that begins on the facing page.

know  To have information and/or understanding of something. 
do  To perform an action or accomplish a purpose.

eternal  Never-ending, everlasting, enduring, permanent, time-
less, without boundaries.

relationship  Connection, interaction, a bond or close affinity.

Infinite  Common definition: without limits or boundaries.
 Metaphysical definition: Ultimate Reality which, while pro-

ducing and maintaining universes, transcends them.

More Word Meanings to Know

God  A word derived from Old German used to refer to “the 
highest good.” One ultimate Reality has an absolute, pure 
essence and an expressive aspect with energetic attributes 
which produce and maintain universes.

karma  An influence that can produce effects. Causative influ-
ences may be subconscious conditions or inclinations, habits, 
mental attitudes, states of consciousness, desires, beliefs, 
intentions, expectations, behaviors, and actions.

meditation  A steady flow of attention to an object or ideal 
being alertly examined or contemplated. Superconscious

 meditation clarifies awareness and reveals our true nature
 as pure consciousness.

spiritual path  A course of actions and effective practices that 
brings forth or reveals our divine qualities, Self-awareness, 
and knowledge of higher realities.

Self Our true nature, a flawless unit of the pure essence of ulti-
mate Reality. Self-realization is actual experience and knowl-
edge of our true nature.

yoga  Firm joining of attention and awareness with our pure 
essence of being.
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ROY EUGENE DAVIS

What to Know (and Do) About Your
Eternal Relationship With the Infinite

There is nothing we can do to change the fact that we have an 
eternal relationship with the Infinite. There is much we can do 
to more fully know that relationship and be in harmony with the 
natural laws or principles which determine the processes of evo-
lution and can support our inclinations to be freely expressive in 
our physical universe and beyond it.

What to Know and Do

 We came from inner space to incarnate here and will even-
tually return to inner space. The aim of everyone who aspires 
to be spiritually enlightened should be to experience excellence 
while incarnated and consciously go forward to what is yet to be 
known and experienced.
 To do that requires awakening from ego-awareness (a small, 
mistaken sense of self-identity) to complete realization of our 
true nature as an immortal unit of the pure essence of ultimate 
Reality. Some people find it difficult to comprehend that pure 
essence as their Source and being. Alert contemplation of it can 
enable intellectual understanding to emerge, intuition to pro-
vide a more accurate glimpse, and direct experience to be had. 
Direct (without need of intellect, intuition, mind, or the senses) 
experience with accurate knowledge is liberating realization—
the culmination of spiritual aspiration, dedication to that aim, 
right living, effective spiritual practice, and grace.
 Aspiration to be spiritually enlightened can enable us to do 
what is necessary to be receptive to it and attract events and 
circumstances that are helpful. Dedication to the desire to be 
spiritually enlightened keeps us steadily persistent. Effective 
spiritual practice can remove psychological obstacles and bring 
forth our innate qualities. Grace is unearned support of cosmic 
influences that cause growth and transformation and do for us 
what we cannot do for ourselves.
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 Every rational person who is not yet spiritually awakened 
occasionally (or frequently or constantly) feels unfulfilled and 
dissatisfied because something important is not included in 
their awareness. That missing “something” is vivid experience 
and accurate knowledge of their essence, their true nature. They 
may try to compensate by satisfying desires, doing good works, 
acquiring new skills, learning religious doctrines and adopt-
ing recommended rituals and practices, or experimenting with 
procedures that others say will nurture spiritual growth. Many 
people who are unfulfilled and dissatisfied try to improve their 
circumstances without changing their habitual mental attitudes, 
states of consciousness, and behaviors. Or they may aimlessly 
drift for many years without being motivated to try to solve the 
problem.
 If you need help and guidance to be more spiritually awake, 
pray (or desire) to have it, imagine having it, and be receptive 
to having it. Be emotionally mature: responsible for how you 
think, feel, privately behave, intentionally act, and the results 
of what you think, feel, and do. Use common sense and improve 
your powers of intellectual discernment. Be rational and practi-
cal. Avoid fantasy and organized movements or activities that 
adherents say will produce quick spiritual enlightenment.
 An effective spiritual path requires aloneness because our 
friends and associates do not know our inner nature or needs 
and cannot do for us what we must do for ourselves. No one can 
think for us, control our moods, adjust our states of awareness, 
perform our actions, acquire the knowledge we need, live the 
way we should live, or superconsciously meditate for us. Even a 
wise guru (teacher) can only assist us to do what we must do and 
experience to be spiritually enlightened.
 The aloneness of spiritual practice does not mean that we 
have to avoid wholesome friends and companions; only that our 
inner questing, experiences, and perceptions must be private 
because they are uniquely personal. Although ultimate Self-rev-
elation is the same for all souls, preliminary perceptions and 
spiritual awakening experiences vary because karmic and psy-
chological conditions are different.
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 I was fortunate when I was attracted to my spiritual path 
during my late teenage years. I had good powers of perception 
and discernment, sincerely desired to have knowledge of higher 
realities and was firmly resolved to have it, believed that I could 
be enlightened and was willing to do what was necessary to 
be fully, spiritually awake, and had the personal guidance of 
Paramahansa Yogananda.
 Regardless of our mental attitude, state of consciousness, or 
karmic conditions when we begin to explore possibilities that 
may enable us to experience satisfying spiritual growth, we can 
definitely awaken to emotional and spiritual maturity when we 
are willing to learn how to do it.
 Spiritual enlightenment is restoration of our awareness to 
its original, pure wholeness. We need not be overly concerned 
about why we forgot our true nature, although contemplating 
what enlightened people say about it can be helpful. The truth 
is revealed when our consciousness is illumined by the purity of 
our essence of being.
 Acquire knowledge about how to nurture spiritual growth. 
Get it from wise people or other reliable sources and by self-anal-
ysis and personal experimentation. Self-analysis should include 
inquiry into our true nature behind our mind and personality 
and meditative contemplation that elicits Self-revelations from 
within us. Consciousness-clearing, liberating knowledge is in 
our essence to be acknowledged rather than to be received from 
an external source. Truth that we learn from others has to be 
experienced rather than only believed.
 Important information to have is: 1) why we are not always 
aware of our true nature; 2) how to awaken to Self-awareness 
and an understanding of ultimate Reality; 3) how the expressive 
aspect of ultimate Reality produces universes.
 The primary intellectual error is presuming a flawed sense 
of self-identity (I-ness or existence) to be our real nature and 
that we are separate from a larger, permanent Reality. We are 
then inclined to think we are small, confined beings that have 
to learn how to be unified with ultimate Reality, or God. Thus 
many people speak of their need to seek God, find God, or attract 
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God into their consciousness rather than spiritually awaken and 
directly experience that Reality.
 A major problem to be solved by many people is “what, or 
who, am I?” Some materialists say, “That’s easy to answer. Our 
self-identity is an illusion [flawed perception] produced by our 
brain. When the brain dies, the self that we think we are no lon-
ger exists.”
 Philosophers may pronounce, “You are an immortal unit of 
the pure essence of an ultimate Reality,” then say we have to 
discover it for ourselves.
 People who say they are spiritually enlightened (have accu-
rate knowledge of higher realities rather than only ideas and 
opinions) affirm that we can experience what we are and know 
the truth which can forever replace ignorance and confusion.
 Universes are emanated from the expressive aspect of ulti-
mate Reality as a vibration (OM) in which cosmic forces, space, 
and time are produced that further express as matter and the 
processes of Nature. When this is known, we cannot think of 
ultimate Reality as other than it is or have childish thoughts or 
feelings about it. I have heard people who have been on a spiri-
tual quest for several years refer to ultimate Reality as bliss, 
love, heavenly father, or divine mother because they don’t com-
prehend ultimate Reality or they want to have to a concept of it 
that provides mental and emotional comfort.
 The emotionally mature way to spiritual enlightenment is 
to learn about the facts of life and endeavor to actually realize 
(experience and comprehend) them.
 To pray effectively, imagine and attract ideal experiences 
and circumstances, and meditate to internalize attention are 
preliminary practices. What is needed is to have transcendent 
realizations that reveal what cannot be known with the intel-
lect, mind, or senses.
 When we are sincere on our spiritual path we are ethical, 
live constructively, acquire information that is needed, concen-
trate on essential matters and avoid nonessential activities, 
deeply examine our true nature and higher realities, and medi-
tate superconsciously every day.
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Adhere to a Daily Meditation Routine

 Meditate with specific intention (firm resolve to accomplish 
the purpose of practice) rather than be passive and not alertly 
focused. Have a definite way to start your practice so you can 
immediately internalize attention. Have a quiet place where 
you won’t be disturbed. Sit upright and relaxed in a comfortable 
chair (or on the floor with legs crossed if you prefer to sit that 
way and are comfortable).

1. Inhale and exhale two or three times. Silently acknowledge 
ultimate Reality as you know or imagine it to be. If you have 
a guru (teacher) acknowledge the guru and lineage of gurus. 
If meditation occurs spontaneously, allow it to happen. If 
it doesn’t, use a form of practice that will calm your mind 
and focus attention: prayer, affirmation, breath awareness, 
pranayama, mantra, or any procedure that you know to use.

2. When your mind is calm and attention is focused, disregard 
forms of practice and rest in the deep silence. Being aware 
in the front and higher regions of the brain can help you be 
focused and to transcend subconscious influences, memories, 
and mental processes. Imagine the OM vibration, listen to it, 
aspire to know its origin and pure consciousness beyond it.

3. If attention wanders or thoughts or emotions interfere with 
concentration, again use a form of practice that enables you 
to be more alertly intentional.

4.  Before concluding the session, imagine omnipresence. Then 
focus on our planet and radiate good will to all people and to 
all forms and processes of life.

5. Conclude the session knowing that as you live skillfully and 
effectively, you always have the full support of the processes 
of nature, emerging events, and grace in all of your construc-
tive endeavors.
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 If you are new meditator, start with 20 to 30 minutes, long 
enough to relax but not so long that it is difficult to stay alert 
and focused. When you are more comfortable and inclined to sit 
longer, do so.
 Don’t talk about your meditative perceptions with anyone, 
except your teacher if you have one.
 Avoid anxiety regarding the results of practice. Allow your 
spiritual awakening to occur naturally.
 Aspire to rise above mental and emotional peacefulness to 
have clear states of consciousness.
 If you strongly identify with meditative perceptions or 
objects of contemplation—concepts of God, light, blissful or joy-
ous sensations, subtle sounds—for a while, eventually aspire to 
go beyond them to experience pure consciousness.
 Read spiritual literature to acquire accurate information, be 
inspired and motivated, and have insights confirmed.
 Live responsibly. Skillfully using your powers of intellect, 
mind, perception, and functional abilities will allow your spiri-
tual growth to occur more rapidly.
 Persist until you are fully spiritually awake.

Affirm With Conviction

I am fully committed to learning what I need
to learn and doing what I need to do to fully

know my eternal relationship with the
Infinite. The happiness and freedom I have
I lovingly wish for everyone, everywhere.

The liberated Self [essence, true nature] is pure
consciousness. One Reality is then known and the

universe and its processes are seen as self-referring
events of that Reality. The characteristics of the

expressive aspect of that Reality are consciousness,
existence, and joyousness. Its absolute aspect is

devoid of characteristics.
– Patanjali’s Yoga-Sutras: 4:36—38

From the book The Science of Self-Realization, CSA Press
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Answers to Questions About the Spiritual Path

I am new on my spiritual path. I want to be
spiritually enlightened. There are some ideas
that people tell me about that I cannot accept 

as true. Can I awaken spiritually without 
believing what they tell me?

Others may tell you that spiritually enlightened masters living 
in remote places will help you if you pray to them; you need 
to reincarnate several times to work out troublesome karma; or 
their teachings and practices are best. Those are just a few ideas 
that people whose interest in spirituality is superficial like to 
talk about.
 There may be some enlightened people living in seclusion 
but it is better to interact with someone you can see and with 
whom you can talk.
 There is no cosmic principle that requires us to reincarnate 
to weaken and neutralize subconscious conditionings. That can 
be done in subtle realms or anywhere, any time, by awakening 
to clear states of awareness.
 The teachings and practices that are best for us are those 
that enable us to most quickly awaken to Self-realization.
 Some people who promote “spiritual growth” methods may 
announce that when a certain percentage of the population of 
the planet is enlightened, mass spiritual awakening will occur 
more quickly. That theme is usually emphasized to encourage 
more participation and to attract more adherents and money.
 To progress on your spiritual path, stay focused on the ulti-
mate aim of spiritual enlightenment and go forward with confi-
dence. Don’t be concerned about the outcomes of your endeavors. 
Avoid ideas and involvements that confuse your mind.
 Constantly remember that you are an immortal, spiritual 
being destined to be fully enlightened and liberated from all of 
the psychological conditions and influences that clouded your 
awareness and blurred your perceptions of your true nature and 
higher realities.
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 Believe only what you intuitively perceive as true and what 
you actually experience.

Should I learn and use several meditation methods or should I 
adhere to one form of practice?

 It can be helpful to know several forms and techniques and 
use those that enable you to have the best results. Prayerful 
meditation, affirmation, breath awareness, mantra, and inten-
tional contemplation of an ideal or theme are useful forms to 
use. When your attention is internalized and your mind is calm, 
disregard the form or technique and alertly rest in the peaceful 
silence.
 Meditate at the same time every day, if that is possible, to 
establish the habit of doing it. If you are a new meditator, after 
a few weeks of regular practice you should notice that you hap-
pily anticipate meditation and are able to do it proficiently and 
enjoyably. Aspire to be fully conscious and Self-aware.
 If you are an experienced meditator, review your practice 
to be aware of how improvement might be needed. Avoid being 
complacent, inattentive, or satisfied to experience mental and 
emotional peacefulness without being fully alert. Avoid letting 
your attention wander or be involved with thoughts, memories, 
and moods.

I never have a surplus of money that lets me be free to pay all of 
my bills on time and do other things that I would like to do. This 
is not a recent problem; I have had it for many years. How can I 
improve my situation?

 Deeply examine your thoughts and feelings about money and 
being free to do what you want to do. Do you think or feel that it 
is not right for you to have sufficient money to meet your needs 
and provide a surplus? That it is not right for you to do what you 
want to do? Have you accepted the false idea that material sub-
stance is limited? Are you reluctant to be freely expressive? Do 
you think or feel that you don’t deserve to be prosperous? Do you 
think that poverty or limitation is a virtue? What would you like 
to do instead of what you do now?
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 Think about, imagine, and endeavor to feel the wholeness of 
life and see and feel your “right place” in it.
 Do practical things to live more effectively. Organize your 
activities and use money more carefully. If necessary, earn and 
attract more money that is needed and wisely use it.

Affirm Until Your Consciousness
is Saturated With this Realization

My conscious awareness of the wholeness of life
assures my continuous good fortune and empowers

me to thrive, flourish, and be successful in all
aspects of my life. I always have plenty of money

and all other material things that I need. 

What can I tell my family and friends that may help them not to 
worry or be afraid when they frequently hear or read about crime, 
terrorism, political unrest, and other disturbing events?

 Recommend that they not devote too much time to listening 
to that kind of news. Encourage them with words and by your 
personal example to stay calmly poised and actively involved in 
attending to duties and accomplishing their major purposes.

At what age can children be taught to meditate and how should 
they do it? What should they be told about higher realities when 
they ask about them?

 When they can understand the instruction and are able to 
concentrate for at least a few minutes, teach them the simple 
way to meditate, observing their breathing and/or mentally re-
citing a word or word-phrase. Ten to twenty minutes should be 
suitable for a practice session. Encourage mental and emotional 
calmness and clarity of awareness rather than trying to have a 
religious or mystical experience.
 When they ask about ultimate Reality, the purpose of life, 
and the principles of cause and effect, explain the facts. If they 
don’t immediately understand, tell them they eventually will.
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Is it all right to pray for, wish for, and imagine what I want to 
have or experience, or should I accept what life provides for me?

 Do both. Responsibly produce and attract what you want to 
have or experience and be receptive to fortunate events and cir-
cumstances that life can and will provide for you. Believe that 
the universe can and will provide for you and expect it to do so.

I have an introverted personality. I get along with others when I 
want to, or have to, but am usually satisfied to be alone with my 
thoughts and private interests. Is it all right to be like this, or 
should I be more outward-directed?

 If you are psychologically healthy and are living effectively, 
don’t be conflicted about your preference to be inward directed. 
You can avoid wasting time and energy in nonessential relation-
ships and activities and more deeply meditate. You don’t have to 
compare yourself with others or think that you are not all right 
the way you are.

How can I know if I am progressing on my spiritual path?

 Indications of spiritual awakening are enhanced aware-
ness of our pure essence and a larger Reality, peace of mind, 
improved intellectual and intuitive powers, ability to more eas-
ily live effectively, and better understanding of ultimate Reality.

How can I help others nurture their spiritual growth?

 Privately acknowledge the inner, divine nature of everyone. 
When someone indicates interest in spiritual matters, give or 
loan them a helpful book or recording, or tell them about how 
they might obtain useful information. Suggest that they learn 
to meditate. Be a good role model so they can see how you have 
benefited from your studies and practices.

Affirm With Realization

Not satisfied to be confined to a small sense of self-identity,
I allow my awareness to expand until innate knowledge of

my true nature and ultimate Reality is fully revealed.
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Can rituals performed or prayers offered on our behalf by others 
provide benefits?

 Several centuries ago some religious people in the middle 
east and other counties killed animals and burned parts of the 
bodies to please their imagined idea of a god or gods so that 
they might be blessed with good fortune. Vedic priests in India 
performed rituals and chanted hymns and prayers to invoke 
influences of their idea of gods or forces they said could con-
trol processes of nature. Today, rituals and prayers are used to 
attempt to produce harmonious environmental circumstances, 
neutralize troublesome planetary influences, or attract those 
which are more “friendly.” Benefits resulting from such prac-
tices are usually due to the placebo effect: a person who pays 
to have a ritual performed or prayer offered on their behalf has 
faith in the procedure and expects to have a positive response.
 Although the prayers of spiritually conscious people can be 
helpful, we should help ourselves by nurturing spiritual aware-
ness and doing practical things to solve problems or be healed 
rather than always being dependent on the good will and assis-
tance of others.

During meditation, I don’t see inner light or feel love or bliss. I 
only experience pure awareness and peacefulness. Am I missing 
something important?

 Seeing inner light and feeling various sensations are only 
temporary perceptions that have to eventually be transcended. 
What is not enduring cannot provide permanent satisfaction.
 Investigate your true nature with discriminative intelli-
gence to comprehend it and meditate to experience it. Aspire 
to be spiritually enlightened rather than want experiences that 
provide emotional comfort.
 Many people who have interesting meditative perceptions 
are not Self-realized even though they may appear to be calm, 
kind, and “very spiritual.” 
 Until we are fully enlightened, we should ask, “What is the 
utmost extent of knowledge and realization I can have?”
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Guidelines to Inspired Living
Speak the Affirmations With Conviction

July 31 – August 6
Know Your Pure Essence

You are a flawless unit of the pure essence of
one ultimate Reality. Live wisely, freely,

skillfully, and enjoyably.
 

I think, feel, and act as an
enlightened spiritual being.

August 7 – 13
 Know Ultimate Reality as It Is

Ultimate Reality, commonly referred to as God,
 is beginningless, endless, and infinite.

I acknowledge the universe as a manifestation of
the expressive aspect of ultimate Reality and its

pure essence outside of space and time.

August 14 – 20
Effectively Use Your Faculty of Intelligence
Use your intelligence to know what is true,
real, and of value to you and others. Discern

the difference between what you observe
and you as the observer.

I easily discern the truth of what I perceive.

August 21 – 27
 Effectively Use Your Mental Abilities

Your mind, a unit of cosmic or universal mind,
enables you to remember what you perceive, think,

reason, and imagine ideal experiences and
circumstances.

I always effectively use my mental abilities.
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August 28 – September 3
See Through and Rise Above a Small,

 Confined Sense of Self-Identity
Identify with your true, cosmic, conscious, free nature.

I easily see beyond and transcend
all limiting conditions.

September 4 – 10
Accurately Perceive What You See,

Hear, Feel, and Think About
Flawed perceptions may become rigid beliefs or opinions

which interfere with rational thinking.

I always accurately perceive what I
observe, hear, feel, and think about.

September 11 – 17
Skillfully Use Your Creative Abilities

Creative abilities can empower you to live
effectively as a free spiritual being.

I choose to express excellence in all aspects of my
life by skillfully using my creative abilities.

September 18 – 24
Constantly be Conscious of Your

 Eternal Relationship With the Infinite
Nurture awareness of the Infinite until that

awareness is as constant and easy as breathing.

I am always aware of my eternal
relationship with the Infinite.

September 25 – October 1
Accept the Highest Good That Life Provides for You

I am always receptive to my highest good!
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CONSCIOUS FOOD PREPARATION

Unique Sweet Corn Casserole

Servings 8-10: Reduce or increase recipe as desired. 

8 ounces (227 grams) Monterey Jack cheese
1/2 cup (120ml) each all-purpose or quinoa flour and cornmeal

2 tsp (10ml) baking powder   1 medium sweet onion
6 cups (1440ml) sweet corn, fresh or frozen and thawed
1 red or green bell pepper     1 cup (240ml) sour cream

4 tbsp (60ml) melted butter     2 large eggs, beaten
1/2 cup (120ml) grated Parmesan cheese

Oven 350F (180C). Rack at middle position.
Grease 9 x 13 inch baking dish with butter.

Cut half of Monterey Jack cheese into small squares;
shred the other half on large holes of shredder, set aside.

Peel and finely chop onion and bell pepper.

 1. Mix flour, cornmeal, and baking powder in large bowl.
 2. Put half of corn and half of chopped onion in a food proces-
sor, pulse 10 times. Stir into flour mixture. Stir in sour cream, 
half of Parmesan cheese, 2 beaten eggs, rest of corn, onion, 
bell pepper, cubes of Monterey Jack cheese, and melted butter 
until well combined. Add salt and pepper. Put mixture in bak-
ing dish, smooth the top and sprinkle with shredded Monterey 
Jack and remaining Parmesan cheese.
 3. Bake until slightly puffy and golden brown, 40 to 50 min-
utes. Put on a wire rack and let cool 10 minutes. 
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Discovering the Sacred
in Everyday Life

Living With Conscious
Intention

Ellen Grace O’Brian 

Our words can be filled with divine power, going forth as we 
speak them to produce results in accord with their nature—of 
the thoughts, beliefs, intentions that empower them. When we 
carefully choose our words we become confident in their power 
and the influence of our will. As a spiritual practice, learn to 
know intentions and motives that impel your words.

When we are focused only on material realities we may be 
inclined to work with greater effort because of not knowing or 
having the support of mental and spiritual laws of cause and 
effect. When we are in harmony with them, we can attract ideal 
events and experiences. The feeling of being overwhelmed, or 
that life is a burden because of the many demands on our time 
and energies, is not caused by our duties or other external con-
ditions. The solution to troublesome situations is to learn to be 
receptive to the good fortune that life can provide for us.

Affirm With Understanding

God’s grace supports and provides for me
when I cooperate with mental and spiritual

laws of cause and effect that can produce
and attract ideal events and experiences.

Ellen Grace O’Brian is senior minister and spiritual director
of Center for Spiritual Enlightenment

1146 University Avenue, San Jose, California 95126
Tel: 408-283-0221    info@csecenter.org    www.csecenter.org
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Observations,
Insights, and
Discoveries
Continuous Learning
and Skillful Living
Nurtures Emotional
and Spiritual Growth

Too much bed rest can be harmful. If you have stayed in bed 
for even a few days, you probably experienced some unpleasant 
results. Instead of being rejuvenated, your body became weak 
and your energy levels were lower. Dramatic changes can occur 
during the first week of inactivity—in the cardiovascular sys-
tem within forty-eight hours. The amount of circulating blood 
decreases, the heart’s output drops, the body uses less oxygen. 
Within five days arteries narrow and stiffen and linings of blood 
vessels become less able to flex and tighten. The body adapts to 
reduced physiological conditions and then pauses for a while. 
Over a period of weeks, bone density and muscle mass decrease. 
Some proteins that make up muscle break down into nitrogen 
that is flushed from the body through the kidneys. Standing up 
may cause one to faint because the body is not used to pump-
ing blood against the pull of gravity. Although there may be 
health conditions when complete bed rest is necessary, situa-
tions should be carefully evaluated.

– Information from an article by Alexandra Kleemann
in the December 2015 issue of Harper’s magazine.

Physiological changes during weeks and months in a weight-
less environment. A marked decrease in bone density and mus-
cle mass occurs in people who orbit our planet or travel to the 
moon. Scientists who want to send astronauts to Mars within the 
next few years are not sure how to get them there in a healthy 
physical and mental condition. An obstacle to long distance 
space travel is not a lack of volunteers, but the body’s inability 
to be functional in an “unearthly” environment. Requirements 
for long-distance or long-term space travelers are highly devel-
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oped intellectual abilities and mental and emotional stability. 
Orbiting a planet that is viewed through the window of one’s 
space craft and being able to return to it is not the same as trav-
eling millions of miles for weeks, months, or years to a far dis-
tant destination without visual signposts and only computers 
to determine the outcome. Courageous individuals should, and 
perhaps will have to be, highly experienced meditators with a 
cosmic conscious outlook.

Spiritual growth should be easy and natural. Spiritual growth 
is the emergence of our innate qualities of peacefulness and com-
passion and capacities to perceive accurately, think rationally, 
imagine, and accomplish purposes. It doesn’t occur easily when 
we cannot concentrate or are confused, lazy, or strongly identi-
fied with a mistaken sense of self, random thoughts and moods, 
characteristics of our personality, and external events.

Inspiration in India motivated the founder of Facebook. Ten 
years ago when Mark Zuckerberg wanted guidance regarding 
how to proceed with a new Internet project, he went to Apple’s 
Steve Jobs for advice. Mr. Jobs advised him to go to a certain 
temple in north India as he had done many years before. During 
his two months there, Mr. Zuckerberg received the inner guid-
ance that he needed. In December of last year, he announced 
that he and his wife had pledged 99 percent of his fortune (then 
45 billion dollars) to begin funding projects that would benefit 
society and the planet. He, like more than 150 other extremely 
wealthy people who have pledged a large portion of their wealth 
to such projects, was inspired to do it by Bill Gates, founder of 
Microsoft, and Warren Buffet, president of Berkshire Hatha-
way (whose combined worth, with which they are funding useful 
projects, is currently about 140 billion dollars).

– Some of this information was published in the January 2016
issue of Hinduism Today magazine

I see all; the currents of the Universal
Being circulate through me.

– Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803 – 1882)
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Mystical Reflections

mystical  Of or relating to spiritual or ultimate Reality
beyond the range of the mind and senses, which may be
directly known by intuition, experience, or revelation.

One ultimate Reality is the source of everything.
Souls are immortal; the attributes of ultimate

Reality are within them. Let your spiritual path
be God-communion.

– Lahiri Mahasaya (1828 – 1895) 

Remaining transcendent above all things that follow
It, existing in Itself, not mixing or to be mixed with

any emanation from Itself, one, not merely possessing
oneness as an attribute—for that would be a false
oneness—a principle overpassing all reasoning, all
knowing, standing over all essence and existence.
Only when it is apart from all, can it be perfectly

self-sufficing.
– Plato (428 – 348 B.C.E.)

As a mirror stained by dust shines brightly when
it has been cleaned, so one who has seen the real
nature of the Self [essence] becomes integrated,

accomplished, and freed from unhappiness.
When, by means of the real nature of the Self, one
sees the real nature of Absolute Reality, by know-
ing That which is unborn, constant, and free from
material characteristics, one is released from all

limiting conditions.
– Svetasvatara Upanishad

When the purity of individualized awareness
is the same as the purity of the Self [essence],
absolute liberation of consciousness prevails.

– Yoga Sutras of Patanjali 3:56
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HOW TO KNOW WHAT TO BELIEVE … 

When We Are Not Certain About Our
Intuitive Ideas, Inner Guidance, Personal

Convictions, or Major Purposes

Occasional doubt or uncertainty about our thoughts, feelings, 
or plans should motivate us to more carefully examine them to 
determine their authenticity and value.
 Examine them after a satisfying meditation session when 
you are very calm and able to be impartial and to discern the 
truth without allowing emotions, whims, or psychological con-
flicts to influence your thoughts. You should have a profound 
sense of soul peace and satisfaction because of knowing that you 
are doing what is best or most useful for you to do.
 Another test of the authenticity and value of your thoughts, 
feelings, and plans is to expect the universe to provide evidence 
that supports your ideas, guidance, convictions, and knowledge 
of major purposes to accomplish. Evidence may be opportunities 
that you become aware of, information that is helpful to you, 
unplanned fortunate events that occur to indicate that you are 
doing what you are supposed to be doing, and inspiration and 
energy that you always have when events, relationships, and 
circumstances are flowing harmoniously. 
 Invite the creative forces of ultimate Reality to guide you 
and express through you—to make your inner guidance reliable, 
your thinking rational, your powers of perception accurate, your 
discriminative intelligence infallible, your intuition flawless, 
and your wise actions skillfully effective.
 Ask: “What can I do to be a conscious, responsible agent of 
ultimate Reality?” Then do your utmost to cooperate with the 
principles of cause and effect to fulfill your destiny (which is to 
be spiritually enlightened) while you are beneficially serving 
others and nurturing the environment.
 Avoid impulsiveness and emotional inclinations. Until you 
are certain of what to do, be alert and practical. Learn to be wise: 
to skillfully use knowledge and abilities.
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Above: CSA friends at a meditation retreat in Italy, April 16
Below: Early morning hatha yoga class at the Kriya Yoga
 Congress in San Jose, California, March 2016
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Color Video (DVD)
Playing Time: 107 Minutes

Infinite Life
Talks by Roy Eugene Davis
at the Third International

Kriya Yoga Congress.
San Jose, California
2010 March 18 – 20

1 DVD  $10.00
Use order form on page 30

or online at
www.csa-davis.org

 Part One: Our Fundamental Purpose for Living
 Part Two: Meditation Methods and Procedures
 Part Three: Meditation Practice Guidelines
 Part Four: Initiation: Commitment to Practice
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Classes and Workshops With CSA Ministers
at the August 8 – 12 Meditation Retreat

Roy Eugene Davis will teach morning classes and conduct Kriya 
Yoga initiation on Thursday at 1 p.m. Kriya initates not at 
retreat: If you plan to attend initiation services to review your 
practices and renew your commitment, inform us.

Ellen Grace O’Brian
Tuesday evening 6 p.m. “The Way of Dedicated
Discipleship.” She is spiritual director of Center for
Spiritual Enlightenment, San Jose, California.

Ron Lindahn
Staff member at CSA headquarters.
Theme to be announced.

Retreat participants in the CSA bookstore.
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How to Have Optimum Benefits
At a CSA Meditation Retreat

The purpose of a retreat is to withdraw from ordinary activities 
and detach attention from them so that the body can be rested 
and renewed, the mind can be calmed, and spiritual awareness 
can be enhanced. CSA headquarters in the low mountains of 
northeast Georgia provides an ideal supportive environment for 
experiencing the benefits of a quiet meditation retreat. It is an 
ashram: a secluded place for inner refreshment.
 Reserve attendance when travel plans are definite so you 
will not have to cancel your visit a few days before the retreat 
and inconvenience others who would like to be here.
 Sheets, blankets, and towels are provided in guest houses, 
which have a kitchen where vegetarian meals can be prepared 
during private retreats. (See below.)
 Forget your secular concerns when you are here. Rest or 
sleep more than usual. Exercise moderately; strenuous activity 
may cause your attention to be too outgoing. Walk on the CSA 
grounds, not in the woods which are on private property or on 
Lake Rabun Road. Lake Rabun Beach is four miles from CSA.
 Avoid much socializing and unnecessary talking. Be inward 
directed and allow others to be more inward. Use free time for 
reflection and meditation.
 Dress informally but modestly. No shorts or garments with 
illustrations or slogans. Be here with inward purpose and firm 
resolve to be spiritually conscious; not here to attract attention 
or impress others.
 During private retreats in May and September, a morning 
and afternoon meditation is scheduled. At summer retreats Mr. 
Davis speaks each morning at 10 a.m. and conducts Kriya Yoga 
initiation Thursdays at 1 p.m.; afternoon and evening workshops 
with CSA ministers; hatha yoga sessions optional. At autumn 
retreats Mr. Davis speaks at 10 a.m. and 1 p.m.; meditation 
and an educational video in the evening. Vegetarian meals are 
served at the summer and late autumn retreats.
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Meditation Retreats At CSA Headquarters

Travel map on our web site: www.csa-davis.org
Click on Retreats page

Meditation and lifestyle routines taught by Roy Eugene Davis and 
CSA ministers. Kriya Yoga initiation Thursdays 1 p.m. during week 
long retreats. Guest houses. Vegetarian meals. Donation basis.

2016 Public Retreats
Week:  August 8 – 12

Weekends:  October 22 – 23     November 19 – 20
Holy Season Meditation December 3 10 a.m. – 1 p.m.

2016 Private Retreats
September 12 – 15     19 – 23     26 – 30

_______________________________________________________________

Retreat Reservations
Mail this form, phone, or e-mail, info@csa-davis.org

Dates ___________________________ Time of arrival _________________

Daytime phone _____________________ e-mail ______________________

Travel directions, see web site or mark here [  ] for mailed copy.

Prefer a CSA guest house [  ]  Will stay at a motel [  ]

Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Center for Spiritual Awareness
PO Box 7   Lakemont, Georgia 30552

Tel: 706-782-4723 weekdays 8 a.m. – 3 p.m.
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Books, Videos (DVD format), and Audio CDs
U.S. packing/postage $3.00 for 1 item; 30 cents for each extra item.

Other countries: double the U.S. postage for airmail.
Quantity

[  ] Words That Heal and Transform (Affirmations)  $2.00 $ _______
[  ] The Spiritual Basis of Real Prosperity  $5.00 _______
[  ] An Easy Guide to Ayurveda  $5.00 _______
[  ] In the Sanctuary of Silence  $2.00 _______
[  ] Living Consciously in God  $5.00 _______
[  ] Seven Lessons in Conscious Living  $7.00  _______
[  ] The Eternal Way Inner Meaning of the Bhagavad Gita  $8.00 _______
[  ] Satisfying Our Innate Desire to Know God  $4.95 _______
[  ] Absolute Knowledge That Liberates Consciousness  $7.95 _______
[  ] Paramahansa Yogananda As I Knew Him  hc  $12.00 _______
[  ] The Science of Self-Realization  yoga-sutras  hc  $10.00 _______
[  ] DVD Our Awakening World  $10.00 _______
[  ] DVD Infinite Life 2010 Kriya Yoga Congress Talks  $10.00 _______  
[  ] DVD Know Your True Nature & the Reality of God  $10.00 _______
[  ] 3 DVDs Light on the Spiritual Path  $20.00 _______
[  ] DVD 6 Questions Every Person Should Ask  $5.00 _______
[  ] DVD Experiences With Paramahansa Yogananda  $7.00 _______
[  ] CD Meditation Instruction & Guided Practice  $5.00 _______
[  ] CD Know Your True Nature & the Reality of God  $5.00 _______
[  ] CD 6 Questions Every Person Should Ask  $5.00 _______
[  ] 3 Audio CDs Light On the Spiritual Path  $15.00 _______
[  ] CD Conscious Living & Superconscious Meditation  $5.00 _______
[  ] 2 CDs Paramahansa Yogananda As I Knew Him  $10.00 _______
[  ] 4 CDs Absolute Knowledge (audio book)  $20.00 _______
  Book/CD/DVD Total   _______
  Packing and shipping   _______
   Truth Journal  new[  ]  renewal[  ]  U.S. $10.00  Foreign $15.00   _______
  Total   _______

With check [  ]  Visa [  ]  MasterCard [  ]  Discover [  ]  American Express [  ]
Credit card # ___________________________________________ expires ____/____
Last 3 digits on back of card _______   4 digits on front of Amex card _________
Name on card ________________________ Tel: ______________________________

Name __________________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
Center for Spiritual Awareness  P.O. Box 7  Lakemont, Georgia 30552

Weekdays 706-782-4723   Order online: www.csa-davis.org



United Kingdom: Gazelle Book Services Ltd.
White Cross Mills, Hightown, Lancaster LA1 4XS

e-mail: sales@gazellebooks.co.uk

India: Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi. (10 of Mr. Davis’ books)
e-mail: mlbd@vsnl.com    web site: www.mlbd.com

And at Motilal Banarsidass bookstores in Delhi, Patna,
Varanasi, Kolkata, Chennai, Bangalore, Mumbai, and Pune.

B. Jain Publishers, New Delhi. www.bjainbooks.com
An Easy Guide to Ayurveda

Full Circle Publisher, New Delhi. www.fullcirclebooks.in
Paramahansa Yogananda As I Knew Him (English and Hindi)

Abolute Knowledge That Liberates Consciousness

Dr. L. Mahadevan  e-mail: ayurved@sancharnet.in
Paramahansa Yogananda As I Knew Him (Tamil edition)

How to Live Consciously in God (Tamil edition)

Italy: Marco Valerio Editore. www.marcovalerio.it
Paramahansa Yogananda Così come l’ho conosciuto

La scienza della realizzazione del sé
La strada maestra per la meditazione e la crescita spirituale

Srimad Bagavad Gita / La Via Eterna
Insegnamenti sul percorso spirituale del kriya yoga

La base spirituale della vera prosperità
Immortalita cosciente          Guida All’Ayurveda

Libertà e consapevolezza la conoscenza dell’assoluto
Il desiderio innato di conoscere Dio

Germany: Harald and Marlies Reiske. www.kriya-yoga.de
Pfad des Lichts    Paramahansa Yogananda wie ich ihn kannte



3rd PRINTING

The Eternal Way
The Inner Meaning

of the
Bhagavad Gita

Quality Paperback 272 pages
6 x 9 page format  $8.00

plus $3.00 p&h
($6.00 p&h outside the U.S. / airmail)

Order form on page 30
online at www.csa-davis.org

info@csa-davis.org
706-782-4723 weekdays

The Bhagavad Gita has inspired millions of truth seek-
ers for more than two thousand years. An insightful study 
of the inner meaning of this allegory* reveals how souls 
may awaken from habitual identificaton with physical 
and psychological condi-tions to realization of their pure-
conscious nature; some of the obstacles to spiritual growth 
and how they may be overcome; and the gradual or sud-
den emergence of innate knowledge that illumines the 
mind and consciousness.
 This scripture of Yoga describes several effective spiri-
tual practices: the way of devotion; the way of intellectual 
discernment; the way of constructive, detached actions; 
holistic living; and superconscious meditation.
 Krishna is our enlightened consciousness. Arjuna is 
every disciple (learner or student) on a spiritual path who 
must learn to acquire and wisely use higher knowledge 
and transcend the mistaken sense of self-identity to be 
spiritually enlightened.
*A story in which characters, things, and events represent moral and 
spiritual principles.

In India: Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi. www.mlbd.com
In Italy: www.marcovalerio.it


